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Abstract1

At what age can children attribute false beliefs to others? Traditionally, investigations into this2

question have used elicited-response tasks in which children are asked a direct question about an3

agent’s false belief. Results from these tasks indicate that the ability to attribute false beliefs does4

not emerge until about age 4. However, recent investigations using spontaneous-response tasks5

suggest that this ability is present much earlier. Here we review results from various6

spontaneous-response tasks which suggest that infants in the second year of life can already7

attribute false beliefs about location and identity as well as false perceptions. We also consider8

alternative interpretations that have been offered for these results, and discuss why elicited-9

response tasks are particularly difficult for young children.10
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When do children first attribute false beliefs to others?1

As adults, we routinely interpret others’ behavior in terms of underlying mental states.2

Thus, we readily understand that Cinderella wants to go to the ball, does not know her fairy3

godmother will soon arrive to make her dreams come true, and falsely believes she will spend yet4

another evening mending clothes by the hearth. Developmental psychologists have long been5

interested in how the ability to attribute mental states to others develops in children.6

In particular, a great deal of research has focused on the question of when children first7

understand that agents may hold and act on false beliefs. This question is important for two inter-8

related reasons. First, false-belief understanding provides evidence for a sophisticated (and9

possibly uniquely human) ability to consider the information available to an agent when10

interpreting and predicting the agent’s actions—even if this information is inaccurate and11

incompatible with one’s own [1,2]. Second, the age at which children first attribute false beliefs12

signals the age at which the psychological-reasoning subsystem necessary for computing such13

mental states becomes operational [3,4] (see Box 1).14

Initial investigations of children’s false-belief understanding used elicited-response tasks15

in which children answer a direct question about an agent’s false belief [2,5-7]. In one classic16

task [5], children listen to the following story enacted with props: Sally hides a marble in a basket17

and then leaves; in her absence, Ann moves the marble to a nearby box. Children are then asked18

where Sally will look for her marble when she returns. Beginning at about age 4, children typically19

answer correctly and point to the basket (where Sally falsely believes the toy is); in contrast, most20

3-year-olds point to the box (where the toy actually is), suggesting that they do not yet21

understand that Sally will have a false belief. This developmental pattern has been confirmed22

with tasks testing different false beliefs [8,9] and with children from different countries [10,11].23
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These highly consistent results have led many researchers to conclude that the ability to attribute1

false beliefs to others does not emerge until about 4 years of age [12-15].2

However, recent investigations using spontaneous-response tasks suggest that this ability3

may be present much earlier. In these tasks, children’s understanding of an agent’s false belief is4

inferred from behaviors they spontaneously produce as they observe a scene unfold (just as5

adults watching a movie may spontaneously produce responses that reveal their understanding of6

the characters’ mental states). Spontaneous-response tasks currently include violation-of-7

expectation (VOE) and anticipatory-looking (AL) tasks. VOE tasks test whether children look8

reliably longer when agents act in a manner that is inconsistent, as opposed to consistent, with9

their false beliefs. AL tasks examine whether children visually anticipate where an agent with a10

false belief about the location of an object will search for the object. To date, spontaneous-11

response tasks have shown that infants can attribute to an agent a false belief about an object’s12

location [16-19], a false perception of an object [20], and a false belief about an object’s identity13

[4]; these findings are described below.14

Findings from spontaneous-response false-belief tasks15

False belief about location16

In a VOE experiment, Onishi and Baillargeon [16] examined whether 15-month-olds17

could attribute to an agent a false belief about the location of an object (Figure 1). In the first18

familiarization trial, a toy stood between a yellow and a green box; a female agent entered the19

apparatus, played with the toy briefly, hid it inside the green box, and then paused, with her hand20

inside the green box, until the trial ended. In the second and third familiarization trials, the agent21

reached inside the green box (as though to grasp her toy) and then paused. Next, the infants22

received a belief-induction trial that varied across conditions. For example, in the false-belief-23
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green condition, the toy moved from the green to the yellow box in the agent’s absence; in the1

false-belief-yellow condition, the toy moved to the yellow box in the agent’s presence, but then2

returned to the green box after she left. Finally, during the test trial, the agent reached inside3

either the yellow (yellow-box event) or the green (green-box event) box and then paused. In each4

condition, the infants expected the agent to reach where she falsely believed the toy to be hidden,5

and they looked reliably longer when she reached to the other location instead. Thus, in the false-6

belief-green condition, the infants who saw the yellow-box event looked reliably longer than7

those who saw the green-box event; in the false-belief-yellow condition, this looking-pattern8

reversed. (Most tasks in this review included control conditions in which the agent knew the9

toy’s location and infants expected the agent to act in accordance with this knowledge; due to10

space limitations, these knowledge conditions are not described here).11

Subsequent VOE investigations extended the results of Onishi and Baillargeon [16] in12

several ways. Surian, Caldi, and Sperber [19] provided evidence that even 13-month-olds can13

attribute to an agent a false belief about the location of an object, and that this agent need not be14

human. In the familiarization trials, a caterpillar watched an experimenter’s hand hide an apple15

behind one screen and a piece of cheese behind another screen; the caterpillar always approached16

the same screen to chew on the same, preferred food. In the test trial, the hand hid the two food17

items in the reverse locations before the caterpillar entered the scene. The infants looked reliably18

longer when the caterpillar approached the new location, suggesting that they expected the19

caterpillar to falsely assume that its preferred food was hidden in the same location as before.20

Song, Onishi, Baillargeon, and Fisher [17] showed that 18-month-olds realize that an agent’s21

false belief about an object’s location can be corrected by an appropriate, though not an22

inappropriate, communication. In one experiment, for example, a female agent hid a ball in a box23
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and was absent when an experimenter moved it to a cup. When the agent returned, the infants1

expected her to search in the cup if the experimenter told her “The ball is in the cup!”, but to2

search in the box if the experimenter told her “I like the cup!”, as though they recognized that3

only the first utterance could correct the agent’s false belief about the ball’s location.4

Finally, building on prior AL results with 3-year-olds [21,22], Southgate, Senju, and5

Csibra [18] showed in a non-verbal AL task that 25-month-olds can correctly anticipate where an6

agent with a false belief will search for an object. In the familiarization trials, a bear puppet hid a7

toy in one of two boxes while a female agent looked on; her head was visible above a panel with8

two small doors, one above each box. After the bear hid the toy, the two doors lit up; the agent9

then opened the correct door to retrieve the toy. In the test trial, the agent saw the bear hide the10

toy in the left or the right box. A phone then rang behind the agent, who turned toward the11

sound; while she was facing away, the bear retrieved the toy and left with it. The phone then12

stopped ringing, the agent turned toward the boxes, and the doors lit up. Most infants correctly13

anticipated the agent’s behavior and looked at the door above the box where she falsely believed14

the toy to be hidden.15

False perception16

A false perception is an erroneous conclusion, based on misleading perceptual17

information, about what type of object one is facing (e.g., a grandmother or a wolf dressed in her18

nightclothes, in Little Red Riding Hood). Song and Baillargeon [20] examined whether 14.5-19

month-olds could attribute to an agent a false perception of an object (Figure 2). In the20

familiarization trials, a female agent sat behind two toys: a doll with blue pigtails, and a stuffed21

skunk with a pink bow. Across trials, an experimenter’s hands placed the toys on placemats or22

inside shallow containers; the agent always reached for either the doll (doll condition) or the23
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skunk (skunk condition), suggesting that she preferred it over the other toy. In the next, box-1

orientation trial, the agent was absent; two large boxes with lids rested on the apparatus floor and2

the experimenter demonstrated that the right box’s lid had a tuft of blue hair (similar to the3

doll’s) attached to it. At the start of the test trial, the agent was again absent; the experimenter hid4

the doll in the plain box and the skunk in the hair box. The agent then returned, reached for either5

the plain or the hair box, and then paused. In each condition, the infants expected the agent (1) to6

falsely perceive the tuft of hair as belonging to the doll; (2) to falsely conclude that the doll was7

hidden in the hair box and the skunk in the plain box (since both toys had always been present in8

the preceding trials); and (3) to search for her preferred toy accordingly. Thus, in the doll9

condition, the infants expected the agent to reach for the hair box and looked reliably longer10

when she reached for the plain box instead; conversely, in the skunk condition, the infants11

expected the agent to reach for the plain box and looked reliably longer when she reached for the12

hair box.13

False belief about identity14

A false belief about identity is an erroneous conclusion, based on misleading contextual15

information, about what object token one is facing (e.g., Fred or George Weasley, in Harry16

Potter). Scott and Baillargeon [4] examined whether 18-month-olds could attribute to an agent a17

false belief about the identity of an object (Figure 3). The familiarization trials involved two18

identical toy penguins; one could come apart (2-piece penguin) and one could not (1-piece19

penguin). In each trial, as a female agent watched, an experimenter’s hands placed the 1-piece20

penguin and the two pieces of the disassembled 2-piece penguin on platforms or in shallow21

containers (the experimenter never stacked the 2-piece penguin in these trials). The agent then22

placed a key in the bottom piece of the 2-piece penguin and stacked the two pieces; the two23
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penguins were then indistinguishable. During the test trials, while the agent was absent, the1

experimenter assembled the 2-piece penguin, covered it with a transparent cover, and then2

covered the 1-piece penguin with an opaque cover. The agent then entered the apparatus with her3

key and reached for either the transparent or the opaque cover. The infants looked reliably longer4

when the agent reached for the transparent as opposed to the opaque cover, suggesting that they5

expected her (1) to falsely assume that the penguin under the transparent cover was the 1-piece6

penguin (since the 2-piece penguin was always disassembled at the start of the preceding trials);7

(2) to falsely conclude that the disassembled 2-piece penguin was under the opaque cover (since8

both penguins were always present in previous trials); and hence (3) to reach for the opaque9

cover. Support for this interpretation came from a knowledge condition (where the agent was10

present throughout the test trial and thus knew the 2-piece penguin was under the transparent11

cover) and an ignorance condition (see Box 3 and Figure 4).12

Summary13

The evidence reviewed above suggests that infants in the second year of life can already14

attribute false beliefs to others (see Boxes 2 and 3 for alternative interpretations). This ability is15

quite robust: it can be demonstrated with different spontaneous-response tasks, with various16

belief-inducing situations, and with human and non-human agents. Moreover, infants recognize17

that an agent can hold a false belief about an object’s location because (1) it is moved to another18

hiding location in the agent’s absence or (2) it is hidden in the agent’s absence and misleading19

perceptual or contextual cues cause the agent to incorrectly infer its likely location. Finally,20

infants can attribute to an agent a complex set of mental states that includes multiple false21

beliefs. To illustrate, consider once again the skunk condition of Song and Baillargeon [20]. To22

respond correctly in the test trial, the infants had to reason that the agent had a particular23
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disposition, a preference for the skunk over the doll, which would lead her to form the goal of1

obtaining the skunk. The infants also had to consider the agent’s knowledge about the scene: they2

had to attribute to the agent not only the ability to notice the boxes and tuft of hair, but also to3

correctly infer that the doll and skunk were both present, as in the preceding trials, and hidden in4

the boxes. Finally, the infants had to reason that the agent’s false perception of the tuft of hair as5

a part of the doll would lead her to hold false beliefs about the locations of the doll and skunk.6

Why do young children fail at elicited-response false-belief tasks?7

Given the findings reviewed above, young children are unlikely to fail elicited-response8

false-belief tasks because they cannot represent false beliefs (due to conceptual, linguistic,9

executive-function, or other limitations). Why, then, do they fail?10

According to our response account [4], elicited-response tasks involve at least three11

processes: (1) a false-belief-representation process, carried out by SS2 in the psychological-12

reasoning system (children must represent the agent’s false belief); (2) a response-selection13

process (when asked the test question, children must access their representation of the agent’s14

false belief to select a response); and (3) a response-inhibition process (when selecting a15

response, children must inhibit any prepotent tendency to answer the test question based on their16

own knowledge) [23-28]. Spontaneous-response tasks, in contrast, involve only the false-belief-17

representation process. Young children fail elicited-response tasks because simultaneously18

executing the false-belief-representation, response-selection, and response-inhibition processes19

overwhelms their limited resources, and/or because the connections between the brain regions20

that serve these processes are still inefficient. Neuroscience findings suggest that (1) the right21

temporo-parietal junction plays an important role in the false-belief-representation process [29-22

32]; (2) regions of the anterior cingulate and prefrontal cortex play an important role in the23
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response-selection process [33-36]; and (3) the connections between the frontal and temporal1

brain regions mature later and more slowly than other connections [37]. Thus, it could be that, in2

early childhood, the response-selection process has difficulty tapping the false-belief-3

representation process (SS2) because the connections between the relevant brain regions are still4

immature.5

The response account predicts that toddlers should succeed at various false-belief tasks6

(see Box 4). In addition, the response account predicts that infants should succeed at indirect-7

elicited-response tasks that require them to answer questions or prompts that do not directly tap8

their representation of an agent’s false belief. Two such tasks have been reported to date. In9

Buttelmann, Carpenter, and Tomasello [38], an experimenter showed 18-month-olds two lidded10

boxes and demonstrated how to lock and unlock them; the boxes were left unlocked. Next, a11

male agent entered the room, hid a toy in one of the boxes, and then left. While he was gone, the12

experimenter moved the toy to the other box and locked both boxes. When the agent returned, he13

tried to open the box where he had hidden the toy, without success, and then sat centered behind14

the boxes. When prompted to help the agent, most infants approached the other box (i.e. the one15

the agent did not act on), suggesting that they realized the agent falsely believed the toy was still16

in its original location and wanted to retrieve it. In Southgate, Chevallier, and Csibra [39], 17-17

month-olds watched as a female agent hid two different toys in two lidded boxes and then left.18

While she was gone, an experimenter switched the toys. The agent then returned, pointed to one19

of the boxes, and announced that the toy inside it was a “sefo”. When prompted to get the sefo,20

most infants approached the other box (i.e. the one the agent did not point to), suggesting that21

they realized the agent falsely believed the toys were still in their original locations and meant to22

refer to the toy in the other box as a sefo.23
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According to the response account, the infants in these indirect-elicited-response tasks1

represented the agent’s false belief and used this representation to infer what goal the agent was2

trying to achieve [38] or which object was the sefo [39]. To respond correctly when prompted,3

the infants only needed to consult this additional information: they did not have to tap their4

representation of the agent’s false belief directly, as they would have if asked which box the5

agent would approach to retrieve his toy or her sefo.6

Concluding remarks7

Contrary to traditional claims, the ability to attribute false beliefs to others is already8

present by the second year of life. When tested with VOE, AL, helping, and referential-9

communication tasks, infants attribute to agents false beliefs about location and identity as well10

as false perceptions.11

12
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Box 1. Subsystem-1 and subsystem-2 in infants’ psychological-reasoning system1

Like several other researchers, we assume that infants are born with a psychological-2

reasoning system that provides them with a skeletal causal framework for interpreting the actions3

of agents [3,40-42]. Common assumptions about this system are that: it operates without4

conscious awareness [17,43]; it applies to human or non-human agents [19,44-48]; it is5

constrained by core principles such as rationality (agents pursue their goals in causally6

appropriate and efficient ways) [40,44,49,50]; and it involves at least two subsystems,7

Subsystem-1 (SS1) and Subsystem-2 (SS2) [3]. Below is our description of these subsystems [4].8

Subsystem-19

When infants watch an agent act in a scene, SS1 enables them to attribute at least two10

kinds of mental states to the agent: motivational states, which specify the agent’s motivation in11

the scene (e.g., goals, dispositions), and reality-congruent informational states, which specify12

what accurate information the agent can gather about the scene through perception, memory, or13

inference (e.g., knowledge, ignorance). When the agent’s representation of the scene is14

incomplete relative to that of the infant (e.g., the agent cannot see an object that the infant sees),15

a masking mechanism blocks the information that is not available to the agent, enabling the16

infant to interpret or predict the agent’s actions in terms of the remaining, shared information.17

SS1 is already operational in the first months of life and is well in place by the end of the first18

year [44-56].19

Subsystem-220

SS2 extends SS1 and enables infants to attribute to agents reality-incongruent21

informational states; these include false beliefs as well as pretense [57,58]. When an agent’s22

representation of a scene is incompatible with that of the infant (e.g., the agent believes toy-A is23
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in location-A and toy-B is in location-B, but the infant knows the toys’ locations have been1

switched), SS2 allows the infant to represent these divergent beliefs. A decoupling mechanism2

enables the infant to hold in mind a separate representation of the scene that incorporates the3

agent’s false or pretend beliefs but otherwise functions as expected, making it possible to4

interpret or predict the agent’s actions [31,58]. The evidence summarized in this review suggests5

that SS2 is already operational in the second year of life.6
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Box 2. Two alternative interpretations: associations and unusual events1

Two of the alternative interpretations that have been offered for the false-belief findings2

with infants invoke low-level processes.3

According to the association interpretation proposed by Perner and Ruffman [59,60; see4

also Ref. 61], when infants in VOE, AL, and helping tasks watch agents act on objects, they form5

associations that encode “configurations of persons relating to objects” [60, p. 462]; these6

associations then guide infants’ responses. For example, when infants in a VOE task see7

familiarization events in which an agent hides a toy in one location, they form an association8

linking the agent, the toy, and its hiding location; this association then leads the infants to look9

longer when a test event deviates from the association (e.g., when the agent searches for the toy10

in a different location). However, numerous experiments on SS1 mental states contradict the11

notion that infants merely form associations [44-56; see also Ref. 62]. For instance, in many12

VOE tasks, infants in one condition look longer at the test event that deviates from the13

familiarization events, but infants in other, very similar conditions do not. To illustrate, after14

watching familiarization events in which an agent repeatedly grasps object-A, infants look longer15

in test if the agent now grasps object-B, but only if object-B is both present and visible to the16

agent during the familiarization events, so that infants have evidence that the agent prefers17

object-A over object-B [47,52,53,63]. These different looking-patterns indicate that infants do18

not merely form associations but consider (at the very least) the motivational and reality-19

incongruent informational states that underlie agents’ actions.20

According to the unusual-event interpretation suggested by Buttelmann et al. [38],21

infants in VOE false-belief tasks do not really attribute false beliefs to agents: they merely “take22

special notice of unusual events” [38, p. 2]. This interpretation is derived from Haith’s [64]23
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controversial claim that infants look longer at unexpected events in VOE physical-reasoning1

tasks simply because these events (e.g., an object floating in midair) are odd or unusual (for a2

rejoinder, see [65]). Haith’s claim cannot be extended to VOE false-belief tasks, however,3

because the unexpected events in these tasks (e.g., an agent reaching for a box) are in no way4

odd or unusual. Indeed, in many VOE false-belief tasks, the event that is unexpected in one5

false-belief condition is the same event that is expected in another false-belief condition. Across6

conditions, events are unexpected only because they depict agents who fail to act in accordance7

with their false beliefs.8
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Box 3. Two alternative interpretations: ignorance and behavioral rules1

Two of the alternative interpretations offered for the false-belief findings with infants2

assume that infants are capable of attributing SS1 but not SS2 mental states to agents.3

According to the ignorance interpretation, infants bring to the laboratory general4

expectations about how ignorant agents behave. This interpretation has two versions. The error5

version [18] suggests that infants expect ignorance to lead to error: if an agent is absent when an6

object is moved from location-A to location-B, infants expect the agent to search in the incorrect7

location, location-A. In the uncertainty version offered by Wellman [15], infants expect8

ignorance to lead to uncertainty, rather than to error: they are surprised if an ignorant agent9

approaches location-B confidently, as opposed to tentatively, as would befit an ignorant agent.10

Evidence against both versions comes from VOE tasks in which agents are ignorant as opposed11

to mistaken. For example, Scott and Baillargeon [4] conducted an ignorance experiment identical12

to their false-belief experiment except that in the test trials the penguins were both hidden under13

opaque covers (Figure 4). The infants looked about equally when the agent reached for either14

cover, as though they realized that she could not know which cover hid the 2-piece penguin15

(infants in a control experiment did remember where the 2-piece penguin was hidden). These16

results indicate that the infants in the false-belief experiment did not merely expect the agent to17

look for her 2-piece penguin in the incorrect location (contradicting the error version), and were18

not simply surprised when the agent reached confidently in the correct location (contradicting the19

uncertainty version).20

According to the behavioral-rule interpretation proposed by Perner and Ruffman [59,60],21

infants bring to the laboratory behavioral rules about how ignorant agents typically behave in22

specific situations (e.g., search for hidden objects). To test this interpretation, researchers are23
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examining false-belief understanding in varied situations (e.g., infants reason about how an agent1

should go about reproducing an effect or deceiving another agent). As more and more rules are2

required to account for positive results, the claim that most infants come to the laboratory3

equipped with the same extensive list of acquired rules becomes less plausible. In addition,4

researchers are exploring situations where infants expect an agent not to follow a behavioral rule5

because the agent has information—now outdated and hence false—that the rule does not apply6

in the situations. If the behavioral-rule interpretation must concede that infants sometimes expect7

agents to act on false information, it does not provide a viable alternative account of the false-8

belief findings with infants.9
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Box 4. Outstanding questions1

Many questions remain about the development of false-belief understanding in infancy2

and early childhood; below are some of the questions currently being explored in various3

laboratories.4

- Can infants in the first year of life attribute false beliefs to agents? At what age does SS25

become operational?6

- Do infants and toddlers from different countries consistently succeed at spontaneous-response7

false-belief tasks, just as they consistently fail at elicited-response false-belief tasks?8

- Do autistic toddlers have difficulties with spontaneous-response false-belief tasks, just as they9

have difficulties with elicited-response false-belief tasks?10

- In VOE tasks, 2.5-year-olds attribute to agents false beliefs about objects’ location or contents11

[66]. Since toddlers have richer linguistic and behavioral abilities than infants, what other12

spontaneous-response false-belief tasks can be developed that take advantage of these abilities?13

- Finally, is the response account correct? Ongoing experiments are testing various predictions14

from the account. For example, one prediction is that toddlers should succeed at a VOE task in15

which they observe an adult “participant” receive a Sally-Ann task (i.e. they should look longer16

when the “participant” mistakenly points to the toy’s current location, rather than to its original17

location). Another prediction involves a low-inhibition Sally-Ann task (Ann takes the marble18

away, instead of moving it to the other location). Although response-inhibition demands are19

substantially reduced in this task (since children do not know the marble’s current location),20

performance is still at chance [2,7], presumably because of response-selection demands. The21

response account predicts that toddlers might succeed at the task if given practice trials designed22

to decrease these response-selection demands.23
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Figure Captions1
2

Figure 1. Can 15-month-olds attribute to an agent a false belief about an object’s location? In the3
false-belief-green and false-belief-yellow conditions of Onishi and Baillargeon [16], the infants4
first received three familiarization trials. In trial 1, a toy stood between a yellow and a green box;5
a female agent entered the apparatus, played with the toy briefly, hid it inside the green box, and6
then paused, with her hand inside the green box, until the trial ended. In trials 2 and 3, the agent7
reached inside the green box, as though to grasp her toy, and then paused. In the belief-induction8
trial, the toy either moved from the green to the yellow box in the agent’s absence (false-belief-9
green condition) or moved to the yellow box in the agent’s presence but then returned to the10
green box after she left (false-belief-yellow condition). In the test trial, the agent returned,11
reached inside either the yellow box (yellow-box event) or the green box (green-box event), and12
then paused.13

14
Figure 2. Can 14.5-month-olds attribute to an agent a false perception of an object? In the doll15
and skunk conditions of Song and Baillargeon [20], the infants first received four familiarization16
trials. In each trial, a female agent sat behind a doll with blue pigtails and a stuffed skunk with a17
pink bow. An experimenter’s gloved hands placed the toys on placemats in trials 1 and 2 and18
inside shallow containers in trials 3 and 4. The agent always reached for either the doll (doll19
condition) or the skunk (skunk condition), suggesting that she preferred it over the other toy. In20
the box-orientation trial, the agent was absent; two large boxes with lids rested on the apparatus21
floor and the experimenter rotated each lid in turn, demonstrating that the right box’s lid had a22
tuft of blue hair (similar to the doll’s) attached to it. At the start of the test trial, the agent was23
again absent; the experimenter hid the doll in the plain box and the skunk in the hair box. The24
agent then returned, reached for either the plain box (plain-box event) or the hair box (hair-box25
event), and paused.26

27
Figure 3. Can 18-month-olds attribute to an agent a false belief about an object’s identity? In the28
false-belief experiment of Scott and Baillargeon [4], the infants received four familiarization29
trials involving two identical toy penguins; one could come apart (2-piece penguin) and one30
could not (1-piece penguin). As a female agent watched, an experimenter’s gloved hands placed31
the 1-piece penguin and the two pieces of the disassembled 2-piece penguin on platforms in trials32
1 and 2 and in shallow containers in trials 3 and 4. The agent then placed a key in the bottom33
piece of the 2-piece penguin, stacked the two pieces, and paused. During the test trials, while the34
agent was absent, the experimenter assembled the 2-piece penguin, covered it with a transparent35
cover, and then covered the 1-piece penguin with an opaque cover. The agent then entered the36
apparatus with her key, reached for either the transparent cover (transparent-cover event) or the37
opaque cover (opaque-cover event), and paused. Order of presentation of the two test events was38
counterbalanced.39

40
Figure 4. Do 18-month-olds hold different expectations for an agent who is ignorant as opposed41
to mistaken about an object’s location? In the ignorance experiment of Scott and Baillargeon [4],42
the infants received the same familiarization trials as in the false-belief experiment (Figure 3).43
The test trials were also similar to those in the false-belief experiment, except that the two covers44
were both opaque, so that the agent had no basis for determining which cover hid which penguin45
and was therefore ignorant about the location of the 2-piece penguin.46
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